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Â£)0 Ã�rÃ¥ah, thank you so much for your help key_one
english channel only ok key_one see also!alis !alis | key_one

key_one: alis is a services bot that can help you find channels.
Read "/msg alis help list" for help and ask any questions about it

in #freenode. Example usage: /msg alis list #ubuntu* or /msg
alis list *http* but the ubuntu channel is only in english?

key_one: most of the people here speak english s/here/there/
and there are people in this channel who speak other languages

hey guys. how do i disable "no output" from plymouth?
key_one: you can just ask here and people will answer you, they
are all volunteers heya, my computer freezes when i go to install
the updates. there is a message about gdm and cannot update /
dpkg status. is there anything i can do to fix it? key_one: but if
you want support for a different language, maybe you can ask a

support question in your language in the channel of that
language key_one ask your ubuntu question key_one: but I

would suggest just asking here. yossarian: i would suggest that
you don't do that, but if you want to do it, you should google

what you want to do. plymouth is just a graphical boot is there a
list of ubuntu channels? key_one: type /msg alis list *ubuntu*

key_one type /j #ubuntu /join #ubuntu key_one: did you see my
/msg? yes k
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